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David Robetts

Ohairman President CheI Executive Officer

Carlisle is much stronger company coming out of 2010 Despite tough economic climate during the year

we grew 12% 9% organically Our 2010 sales were $2528 million as compared to $2258 million in 2009

Earnings before interest and income taxes fEBlT of $196 million in 2010 would have been 6% higher than

EBIT in 2009 when excluding 827 million gain related to fire insurance settlement from 2009 he primary

reason we were not able to realize more leverage on the sales growth was due to escalating raw material

costs Nearly every commodity we buy began increasing in cost in the first quarter and continued upwaid

throughout the year All of our businesses were negatively impacted by higher raw matoiial costs

Our balance sheet remains strong and conservative With debt-to-capital ratio of 26% and $459 million

available in borrowings from our revolving credit facility at year-end we emain well positioned to focus on

growth through new product development and the pursuit of strategic acquisitions And again in 2010 we

were able to reward our shareholders with dividend increase our 34th consecutive year

In 2008 we announced our long-term strategy that focused on revenue growth margin growth business

globalization and working capital management We have made enormous strides since 2008 to estructure

our manufacturing footprint sell non-core businesses and acquire businesses that possess highei profit

margin profile and significantly higher market growth rates We made progress toward achieving our strategic

goals in our five key areas

$5 billion in sales

30% global sales

15% operating margins

15% working capital as percent of sales

15% return on invested capital

SaJes Throughout 2010 our engineering organizations were focused on developing new products for their

respective markets Carlisle Construction Materials grew the Carlisle Energy Services CES business

Focused on capitalizing on the nations growing interest in solar photovoltaic PV technology as renewable

energy source OES has become an industry leader able to design variety of leading edge bechnologies

Combined with Carlisle SynTecs roofing experts they are able to design and engineer some ol the most

innovative roofing systems available today Carlisle Transportation Products developed major new products

including alloy wheels for the trailer market wide range of solid and pneumatic forklift tires for the Asia

Pacific market and high performance synchronous transmission power belts that deliver approximately four
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The table below shows how $100 investm nt in Carlisle Companies incorporated has grown over the five ydar period ending

December 31 2010 as nompared toG $100 investmsrtt in the SP 5b0 Composite lndGx a8d the PeGr Group Index

The Peer Group lndGx iricludO Cooper inclu tries Lt Crahe Oo Dart haf Corp CoVer Corp Emerson Eleottic Co General

Elec ic Harsco Corp Illiols Tool Works mc Ingersoll hand Co Lid ITT Corp Parker Hanriifin Corp Pentair Inc Roper

Industries Inc SPX Corp Teleflex Inc Textron 100 apd Unithrl te logias Corp The Company believas that the public

companies have similar industrial charaoteristios and constitu appropriate index

Car SP 500 Pear Group

O0 $1 $10000 $10000

2006 1649 $11579 $11714

2007 $11281 $12215 $15158

2008 76.96 8602

2009 $11 52 $97 $114.15

The following graph shows five year comparison of oumulative total returns br Carlisle the 55P 500 Composite Index and the

Peer Group Index All value assume th reinve tment of diVidpnd
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2005 2506 2007 9008 2009 2510

times the lIfe of competitIve belts CarlIste Brake FrIction launched new braking products
for the US militarys

Stryker armored fIghting vehlcles Carlisle Interconnect Technologies successfully renewed number of

supply agreements with major customers including BoeIng as result of its product innovation and superb

customer servIce Carlisle FoodService developd more than 1000 new products during 2010 many of

them derIved from organic and sustainable resources t1akin thesa products completely compostable

Green foodservice applrcatibns are dnving the direction of our customers and our FoodService busipess is

meeting their needs through product Innovation

Goba $aes Consistent with our long term strategy COrlisles international sales grew by 28% over the

pnor yea and now comprise 14% of our total sales bringing us closer to our goal of 30% of revenue

generated from outside the US We cutrenfly manufacture and distrIbute from facilities worldwide including

operations in China Europe Mpxico Canada and Japan



Opethg Mas 2010 saw the continued implementation of the Carlisle Operating System cOSt our

continuous improvement process based on lean principles which has become part of Carlisle culture

After realizing more than $20 million in cost savings in 2009 we generated $25 million additional savings in

2010 Since COS began in 2008 we have obtained 25% improvement in manufacturing productivity while

reducing manufacturing and warehouse space 2.6 million square feet DLning the year we launched quarterly

OS Recognition Program to acknowledge and eward employees for outstanding contributions and results

in implementing cOS in their operations You will see our OOS Teams of the Year on page 20 and read

about their significant contributions to profitability

Carlisle Interconnect Technologies flT significantly leveraged their double-digit sales giowth and made

improvements to their acquired businesses In the last three years including the impact of acquisitions

CITs sales have more than doubled while their operating income nearly doubled that during one of the most

difficult economic periods in recent memory CIT very successfully completed the integration of two strategic

acquisitions duiing the year Jerrik which is on track to be one of CITs best EBIT margin operations and

ECS which is moving towards double digit EBl margin CIT is poised to expand with larger acquisitions

that will see them become global industry leader in high performance interconnect products

Carlisle Brake Friction completed the integration of Japan Power Brake during the yeai This acquisition

expands our global footprint along with improving our margin profile

We closed Carlisle Interconnect Technologys Vancouver Washington facility and failisle Brake Frictions

Logansport Indiana operation without disrupting our customers businesses

We substantially completed the consolidation of our Heflin Alabama and Carlisle Pennsyvania facilities into

our new factory in Jackson Tennessee We also finished the consolidation of our Buji china tue factory into

our Meizhou china facility during the year These consolidations will provide more efficient operations and

foundation for margin growth in 2011 and beyond

These were the final steps in rationalizing our manufacturing and distribution footprint We achieved over

$7 million in company-wide savings from our consolidation efforts in 2010 and expect an additional

$14 million in 2011

We also completed the estructuring efforts that we undertook in 2008 to focus on our larger businesses and

to divest our smaller non-core operations In the first quarter of 2010 we sold Johnson TrUck Bodies the

refrigerated truck bodies business and in the fourth qua ter we sold Trail King Industries the specialty trailer

business Also in the fourth quarter of 2010 we bought Hawk Corporation leading worldwide supplier

of friction products for brakes clutches and transmissions Hawk was strategic add-on acquisition that

complements Carlisle Brake Friction The addition of Hawk to the Carlisle family provides us with the

opportunity to expand our product offering enlarge our global footprint and further strengthen our position

as leading global supplier of high performance braking solutions Hawk represents the type of acquisition

growth we are focused on company with global footpiint that designs and manufactuies highly engi

neered higher mai gin products

Workhig cpta ethm on nvested cpfta The timing of order customization and seasonality

demands have negative impact on inventory turns During 2010 we developed systems and procedures

company-wide to improve our demand forecasting capabilities We also identified and implemented processes

and procedures that are leading to reduction in the time it takes to receive payment from our customers



Additionally we developed best payment practices across the corporation and achieved 17% improvement

in payment terms with our vendors All of these ongoing efforts will continue to improve our working capital

and return on invested capital metrics

With the acquisition of Hawk we realigned our business into segments that we consider core

Crhse rctio ters C---our commercial roofing business

port8ho Pdcts CTP --our tire and wheel and power transmission bolt

product business

Ctse rake Frcto CFour off highway brake and friction bUsiness which includes our

brake and friction business plus the business we acquired when we bought Hawk

Cse tooect Tcooes CT--our designer and manufacturer of high performance

wire and cable fiber optic cable and RF/mrcrowave connectors business

Cartse Foodervco Prdcts CFS ---our foodser vice product solutions business

We continued to focus on our people in 2010 with the ongoing development of the Annual Organization

Review which identifies high potential empoyees and ensures have the training tools and opportunities

to be successful in Carlisles culture New in 2010 was the design and implementation of the Carlisle

Leadership Program in partnership with Indiana Universitys Kelley Business School Thirty high potential

employees from our businesses across the globe were selected to participate in business projects aligned

with Garlisles long-term strategic goals Also designed and launched during the year was the Carlisle

Management Rotational Program which recruits recent MBA graduates for leadership assignments at Carlisle

and then develops these employees for lulure leadership roles The program is designed to provide an

accelerated path to leadership and responsibility The 15-month program exposes participants to all of our

businesses as they rotate through variety of assignments under the direction and mentoring ol Carlisles

senior management team

In 2009 and 2010 we proved we could be successful in he toughest of economic climates One of the best

examples of that is how our Carlisle Construction Materials lCM team produced more profit in 2010 than

2009 while overcoming $39 million in price and incentive degradation and an additional $25 million in net

raw material cost increases The plants kept expenses down drove improvements throughout their operations

and employed COS strategies to make the most of difficult economic environment With the market for

newly constructed commercial roofs down 10% in 2010 following arr unprecedented decline of 30% in

2009 the CCM team focused on the reroofing market which resulted in this market comprising 75% of their

business by year-end This is clearly what happens when team is focused on creatirrg opportunities

Carlisle businesses continue to creatively seek ways to be more protective of our environment CCM has

established significant competitive advantage in growing market share in energy-efficient roofing systems
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with their offerings ranging from garden oofs that cool rooftops and help in storm water management to

skylights that harness natural sunlight Carlisle FoodServices Green Initiative ensuies that they design

products to educe energy consumption conserve water and use recycled materials whenever possible In

addition overy major facility underwent an energy Kaizen to eliminate wasted aneigy These were highly

effective business process improvements resulting in energy usage savings in every facility

2010 was year of challenge no doubt but we survived and in some areas thrived despite economic and

industry downturns We start 2011 stronger leaner and more focused company VVe will continue to drive

cost efficiencies through implementation of cOS which is ingrained in our operating philosophy We will

continue to pursue stiategic acquisitions in our Interconnect Technologies and Braking businesses that add

engineered products that aie sold globally VVe will continue to develop new innovative products and stay

connected to our customers providing them with solutions to their business problems Highly qualified and

motivated people will continue to be critical to our future success and we will continue to invest in our people

equipping them with the tools they need to be successful We learned lot about ourselves the past two

years as one often does in challenging times We discovered we are flexible adaptable and innovative and

leamed how focusing our businesses on opportunities can add value to our company

We begin new year with significantly smaller manufacturing footprint and cost structure We will face the

year ahead with the same resolve that drove strong resuls for us this past year We will continue to seek

every opportunity to bLnld stronger Cai lisle

T9aJ4 6J2
David Roberts

chairman Pros/dent Chief Executive Officer
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Manufactures complete range of Manufactures comprehensive line

Were Focatsod on Opportunity
singleply rooling and waterproofing of specaIty tires tire and wheel

systems focused on optimizing assemblies power transmission

the performance of the building belts and aftermarket styled wheels

envelope leading innovator in for the agriculture construction out-

the commercial and industrial door power equipment high speed

roofing and waterproofing industry trailer power sports industrial and

CCMs expertise includes EPDM automotive aftermarket Carlisle is

rubber IPO thermoplastic recognized leader in our markets

and modified bitumen-based for superior product performance

membranes as well as high quality and customer service Our

thermal polyisocyanurate and global manufacturing footprint and

expanded polystyrene insulation regional distribution centers allow us

products that contribute to the to deliver the right products to our

reduction of energy use in the customers when they need them

built environment

We start 2011 stionger leaner and

of tte Carlis Operatng System

stay cornected to our custome

peop will continue to be ciltical to our
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With ten manufacturing facilities Designs and manufactures high Manufactures and markets

globally located in the US Canada performance wire and cable professional-grade product solutions

UK Italy China and Japan and fiber optic cable RF/microwave for the restaurant healthcare

with over 1800 employees Carlisle connectors avionics tiays racks hospitality educational correctional

Brake Friction CBF is the leading integrated subsystem and complex and military segments These

provider high performance cable assemblies for applications products include an array of

braking and lriction solutions to the in the aerospace military and foodservice permanentware

off highway mining construction defense electronics and test supplies table coverings cookware

agriculture aerospace high end measurement industries displayware catering equipment

performance and military markets and meal delivery systems In

serving over 100 leading original
addition Carlisle FoodService

equipment manufacturers in produces the most comprehensive

55 countries CBF designs and line of janitorial waste and material

manufactures braking systems handling product lines for both the

solutions These include dry disc foodsei vice and sanitary mainte

catper brakes drum brakes and nance industries

mechanical brakes for both service

and park applications Additionally

BF manufactures both wet arid

dry friction materials used for wet

brakes brake linings clutches

fuel cells and transmissions CBF

also designs and delivers hydraulic

actuation systems including hydraulic

valves master cylinders adjustors

and boosted master cylinders

more focused company We will continue to drive cost efficiencies through the implementation

ontinue to pursue strategic acquisitions continue to develop new innovative products and

providing them with solutions to their business problems. our highly qualified and motivated

tdture success we will continue to focus on opportunities that can add value to our company

David Roberts Chairman President Chief Executive Officer
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Carlisle Construction Materials OGM increased its total evenue in 2010 by 9% over the prior year despite

fuither new construction declines of 10% during the year This giowth was tuelod by CCMs ability to refocus

Ihe sales channel from new construction to the more demanding reroofing maiket This shift required higher

le\el of technical expertise and tenacious sales team Pie reroofing segment also imposed significant

challenges to he production and logistics teams because of virtually non-existent visibility of future orders It

was the unwavering dedication and experience of OCMs employees that allowed us to seize this opportunity

Fiom 2002 through 2008 new constiuction and the demand for new roofs had been at the core of OOMs

growth But with the 10% decline in newly constructed commercial roofs in 2010 following an unprecedented

30% declino in 2009 0CM focused on alternate opportunities in the reroofing segment Beginning in early

2009 we revised our sales tools and enewed concentration on marketing and new products resulting in

double digit inciease in our reroofing business

COMs 2010 commercial roofing growth was especially dynamic in its mainstay EPOM rubber and TPO

thermoplastic systems VVe have developed unique product enhancements and web-based software for

creating distinctive roofing options which when coupled with the energy impact of new roof system

translate into competitive edge for our customers

CCMs opeiating margin held strong despite rising raw material costs and declining pricing environment

Gontinued implementation of the Carlisle Operating System OOS drove healthy cost savings of more than

$10 million while efficiencies were improved Over 50% of the GOM workforce has participated in process

improvement events focused on waste elimination inventory reduction operational flexibility and efficiency

Additionally lead times have been markedly reduced in our Warranty Tech Services and Quotation and

Design Services business departments While cOS implementation is still in its relative infancy at 0cM the

results and employee engagement have been outstanding and have engendered company-wide momentum

that is fueling progress and excellence at all levels

CCMs markets continue to exhibit increased demand for products that deliver energy efficiency in he building

envelope There has been an unprecedented level of public awareness regarding energy conservation due to



rising energy costs energy supply concei ns and the environmental impact caused by the use of Fossil fuels

Through CCMs national network oftheirnally efficient polyiso insulation plants and strong presence in EPS

expanded polystyrenelL we have established significant competitive advantage in this growing market of

onorgy-efticient roofing We have experienced continued interest in our green offerings from garden roofs

that cool rooftops and help in storm water management to skylights that harness natural sunlight CGMs

green products have been used in such truly innovative buildings as the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts in

Richmond Virginia

2010 was breakout year for OOMs Eailisle Eneigy Services OES division Focused on capitalizing on the

nations growing interest in the use of solar photovoltaic PV technology as renewable energy source OES

completed several PV installations ovet GOM-warranted roofs in 2010 0cM with expertise in hoth roofing

and PV is positioned wet to capitalize on this market opportunity We have assembled an in-house team of

industiy experts that enables OES to design and install PV systems that use variety of technologies from

traditional modules to the latest in flexible FV panels and cutting edge technology CESs team and the

value of their relationship with Carlisle SynTecs tooting experts was best demonstrated when they designed

and engineered the rooftop FV demonstration system in Pittsburgh Pennsylvania that included five diferenl

PV technologies over new Carlisle root that incorporated gaiden roof area

The collective strength of our people processes and systems combined with the loyalty of our customers

helped OM position to exit the recent epic economic and industry downturn as stronger leaner company
-I he ability of fXMs workforce to recognize opportunities and to create them where they sometimes dont

exist teamed with our high-quality multi-functional product lines and outstanding industry reputation has this

Carlisle company focused on an even stionger future

/John Altmeyer

President- Car/isle Coristiuction Materials
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2010 was an excifing year for Oarlisle Brake Fricflon cBF In addition to experiencing recovery in some

of our core markets our strong commitment to gobaIization compensated for some of the more depressed

mature regions of fhe world Throughout the year we focused on new product launches ensuring that CBF

will continue to differentiate itself by bringing highly engineered and sustainable solutions to our customers

The most notable announcement in 2010 was the fourth quarter news that Carlisle acquired the Hawk

Coiporation This newest addition to CBF is formidable player in the global braking and friction market Now

with ten manufacturing facilities in the US canada UK Italy China and Japan OBF is leading providei

of high performance braking and friction solutions to the off highway mining conslruction agriculture aero

space high performance and military markets serving over 100 leading original equipment manufacturois

OEMs in fifty-five countries We are excited to add the Hawk organization including its 1200 employees

10 CBF l-lawk brings variety of respected brands including Wellman Products Hawk Performance and

VelveTouch to the CBF family This acquisition is perfect complement to our existing brake business and

allows us to continue to bring profitable innovation to our customers As we drive to become the global

supplier of high performance braking and fiiction solutions out customers will continue to enjoy the same

level of service and commitment they have experienced for the past fifty yeats

During the year CBF signed several long-term supply agreements with leading military and wind turbine

manufactuiers in the US launching new braking products for the US militarys armored fighting vehicles and

megawatt class wind turbines In Asia the CBF sales organization developed and launched now braking

products for several emerging OEMs in China and India And in Europe GBF kicked off several major brake

and actuation projects for construction and agriculture customers while focusing on growth in Russia

In 2010 CBF also focused on plant operational and developmental imptovements investing in the expansion

of our existing friction capabilities sLibstantially upgrading our dry friction materials labs and investing in RD
personnel in order to bolster our product development initiatives and goals As result of our improvements

CBF products solved noise wear and heat dissipation issues fot major OEM customers resulting in share

gains and satisfied customers Additionally we increased our investment in carbon and paper-based friction
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